Product Overview: Quill

Intelligent Automation To
Transform Your Business
Let’s face it - enterprise reporting can be extremely
time-consuming. A recent study has shown that
analysts spend over 50% of their time producing
hand-written summaries and reports. This is reducing
your team’s productivity and potentially exposing your
organization to risk.
Quill is an intelligent automation platform that allows
Enterprise organizations to transform reporting
work-flows with natural language generation (NLG).
Fortune 500 Enterprises including Deloitte, USAA and
Mastercard use Quill to drive transformation across their
organization.

Benefits Of Intelligent Automation

Time Savings

Process Improvement

Accelerated Insights

Redeploy time saved across
your workforce to initiatives that
will grow your business.

Improve the scale, reach and
consistency of your reporting.

Add automated, plain-English
commentary to your business
intelligence tools.

“

A massive amount of time and effort has been
spent in gathering data and no human can look at
all of it. Narrative Science offers us opportunities to
more efficiently sift through large amounts of data
and bring out insights more quickly.
– Managing Director of Innovation, Deloitte

”

Visit narrativescience.com/quill to learn more
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Let Our Team Help You Identify Your Next Use Case
FINANCIAL
REPORTING

COMPLIANCE
& RISK

Quill helps CFOs drive digital
transformation by automating labor
intensive reporting across FP&A,
P&L, Controllership, Audit, and more.

Intelligent Automation is helping
Enterprise organizations fight
against anti-money laundering and
mitigate risk across their business.

Example Use Cases:

Example Use Cases:

BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

Quill embeds NLG directly into
business intelligence tools to help
tell the story behind your data.

Quill Integrates With:

●

Flash Reports

●

Know Your Customer Reports (KYC)

●

Tableau

●

Flux Analysis

●

Transaction Monitoring Alerts (TMA)

●

Qlik Sense

●

Regional Reporting Summaries

●

Escalation Reporting (pre-SAR)

●

Microsoft PowerBI

●

Enterprise Collections

●

Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR)

●

Microstrategy

●

Earnings Releases

●

Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD)

●

Sisense

●

Cash Flow Reporting

●

Internal Audit Reporting

About Narrative Science
Narrative Science creates software that writes stories
from enterprise data to drive understanding and results.
Powered by artificial intelligence, our technology
automatically turns data into easy-to-understand reports,
transforms statistics into stories, and converts numbers
into knowledge.
Narrative Science works with over 80 Enterprise
customers including Deloitte, USAA, Mastercard, and
members of the U.S. Intelligence Community, empowering
them to understand and act on key business metrics, make
better decisions, and focus talent on higher-value tasks -all through the power of data storytelling.
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